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design bubble
With more than 15 years in the industry under her belt,
Melanie Tomlinson and her firm Design Bubble are
floating above the pack

C

Words Annabelle Cloros
onjuring the idea of Design Bubble in
2009 and translating her vision into
a Potts Point studio just one year
later, Melanie Tomlinson has travelled
near, far and abroad, working on a realm of
projects from commercial spaces to residential.
With creativity striking at a young age, a school
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friend coincidentally predicted Melanie’s fate
as an interior designer, which was confirmed
10 years later at a school reunion.
“I started my career almost straight out of
school as a draftsperson studying at TAFE and
working in a survey and construction company,”
says Melanie. Equipped with valuable skills and
experience in project management, the young

designer later moved to a large construction
company that was heavily focused on hotels
and pubs. “I was thrown into interior design
aspects and decision-making for various
projects,” says Melanie. “Their design
department was non-existent, so I found
myself attending the International School
of Colour & Design and graduating in
interior design.”
After getting her feet wet in the local
design industry, Melanie made the move to
San Francisco, California, to work with a
commercial design company over a period
of two years. Reiterating her passion for
residential interiors, she teamed up with
various developers around the area before
returning to Aussie shores, working with
designers and specialising in architectural
drafting and high-end residential projects
dotted around Sydney.
Now operating out of a larger studio in
Darlinghurst, Design Bubble is really hitting
its stride, focusing on residential design as well
as boutique corporate and hospitality spaces.
“I believe every project is a unique undertaking
and requires fresh perspective,” says Melanie.
“Often my inspiration comes from the bones
of an old home or a space that requires a
completely new refit. I find you can give an
interior more soul if you tap into its original
features and be sympathetic and creative with
the design and mindful of the brief.”
Knuckling down on the continual
development of Design Bubble, Melanie and
her team are churning out more projects and
developing a growing and loyal client base
who appreciate the firm’s clean aesthetic that
always pays homage to the integrity of
a structure. HD designbubble.com.au

“OFTEN MY INSPIRATION COMES FROM THE BONES OF AN OLD HOME OR A SPACE THAT
REQUIRES A COMPLETELY NEW REFIT. I FIND YOU CAN GIVE AN INTERIOR MORE SOUL
IF YOU TAP INTO ITS ORIGINAL FEATURES”
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